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Hustle & Soul (Series 2)

8 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Let's Get This Chicken Fried

Chef Lawrence has a mysterious new plan to elevate the Pink Tea Cup. He tries to win his family
back but his Baby Mama Ana explodes over his affair with Thandi. A new hire causes chaos,
Sana schemes to get Candice back and the Twins hatch a secret plan.

2. The HBIC Is Back

Lawrence apologizes to Candice, but on terms she may not accept. Ana shocks all when she
returns to the Pink Tea Cup to take back her spot (and her man) from Thandi. Lawrence's
mysterious plans are revealed.

3. Party Crasher

When their tension-fueled sit-down goes wrong Ana takes down Candice. Cola draws a battle line
when her boyfriend flirts with Sana. Someone crashes Lawrence's all-important Miami investor
party & he erupts in an epic meltdown!

4. Dinner Party Disaster

Lawrence deals with the aftermath of his ruined investor party; his Miami plan is at risk. Cola's
beau causes major drama his first day. After her fight with Ana, Candice turns to Lawrence, but
when she bashes his Baby Mama, he leaves and Candice erupts!

5. Winner, Winner, Chicken Dinner

Ana fights to save Lawrence’s dream. A food competition pits the staff against each other. Jon Jon
is shocked when Cola confesses about her hookup with Stef. Lawrence breaks up with Thandi.

6. Miami Mayhem
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The Pink Tea Cup staff team brings the party down to Miami, but when an uninvited guest arrives,
an all-out pool fight threatens Lawrence’s Miami dream. Ana takes back Lawrence. Thandi plots
revenge.

7. Iron Fork In The Road

Lawrence’s confession backfires when Ana freaks out. A shocking staff firing shakes up the team
and divides loyalties. Candice drops a bombshell about a three-some with Lawrence and Ana.

8. A Chicken and Waffles House Divided

Lawrence & Ana’s engagement is off to a rocky start. Ana confronts Thandi over a Miami hookup
with her man. Fists fly at the twins’ fashion show. A secret alliance plots revenge to take down the
Pink Tea Cup & knock LP off his throne.


